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Experience has

convinced me that it is

harder for political,
leadership, and country

analysts to be taken

seriously by the

policymaking audience

than economic or

scientific analysts, to

name but two.

Martin Petersen is a senior

Over thirty years as a political ana

lyst and manager of analysts has

convinced me that it is harder for

political, leadership, and country

analysts 10 he taken seriously by -

the policymaking audience than

economic or scientific analysts, to

name but two. There are good rea

sons why this is the case and ihey
have nothing to do with the exper

tise of political analysis, their

integrity, or the compLexity of the

issues involved. Rather, it is the

nature of the beast�politics�-that
makes policymakers more skepti
cal of what political analysis can

offer and adds to the credibility
burden that all analysts share.

Establishing credibility is different

than establishing access. The CIA

label is often enough to open a

door, but the CIA �abel does not

necessarily translate into credibil

ity. Getting an intelligence product
read does not mean it has credibil

ity either. This is a political town,

and it is smart politics to know

what the CIA is saying, especially if

the analysis is likely to influence

poLicy on a contentious issue.

Credibility exists when the product
is seen as relevant, timely, expert,

objective, and informed. With

credibility comes impact. There

can be no impact without credibil

ity. The goal of intelligence
analysis is not to determine the out

come of the policy process, but

rather to put the policymaker in the

best position possible to make the

best-informed decision possible.
Impact occurs when, in the words

of Sherman Kent, we raise the

level of the debate,� and, in the

words of Director Richard Helms,
level the playing field.�

Establishing credibility and having

impact start with understanding the

nature of our audience�not the

who, in this case, but the what.

Policymakers are political animals.

Four generalizations can he made

about them�and it is these gener

alizations that make the credibility
hurdle higher for political, leader

ship. and country analysts.

Four Facts of Life

My experience has convinced me

of the essential validity of four

broad characterizations of the pol
icy audience. I think of them as

the facts of life� for all analysts.
There is an element of hyperbole
here, perhaps, hut at the center is a

core of hard truth.

First, all policyinakers, regard
less of theft training, area of

expertise, or track record,
believe themselves to be excel

lent political analysts. What

money is to New York and celeb

rity is to Los Angeles, politics and

the knowledge of politics is to

Washington. Policymakers know

they are politically savvy�that is

why they are in the positions they
are in�and they have tremendous

and justified confidence in their

own political judgment. Moreover,

they consume vast amounts of raw

intelligence�the same stuff intelli

gence analysts are reading�and
they often have friends with power
ful connections ~�ho share

information with them hut not with

the Intelligence Community. Poli

cymakers may or may not question
the physics that underpins the mis

sile report or the numbers that

support the economic outlook item,

but they will argue politics.officer at CIA.
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Political Analysis

Second, policymakers are over

wheliningly �people� people.
They think in terms of people, not

history or trends. They see politics
as people making deals, people
maneuvering for advantage, peo

ple acting. Historical precedents
and larger political, military, eco

nomic, or social forces register less

than individuals. From a policy-
makers perspective, France, China,

Russia, etc. do not act, their coun

terparts in these countries act.

History is made by powerful peo
ple like themselves.

Third, poilcymakers have met

the people intelligence analysts
write about. In many cases, they
have known them for years, both in

and out of power. As a result,

senior officials believe that they
know these people in a way that

the analyst does not and cannot. It

is hard to dispute this. Folicymak�
ers are therefore inclined to believe

that the analyst has little to offer

beyond a few facts.

Fourth, policymakers believe

they read all people equally
well. One reason they are where

they are is because they have

excellent people skills. Policymak
ers will acknowledge the

importance of culture, but they are

convinced that they can see

through the culture to the person.

And, given some time, they believe

that the)� can read intentiuns and

influence the other person. espe

cially f they have met the

individual more than once

Tough audience. Senior officials

are smart, talented, confident, com

fortable in their judgment, and

almost always better plugged in

than analysts. If the Intelligence
Community is to help policymak
ers make the best-informed

decisions possible. then analysts

�
We need to put the

political behavior that

policymakers see into a

larger cultural and

historical context that

they do not see with

enough sophistication to

demonstrate that the

context matters.

must bring something to the

party�in short, they need to he

seen as credible sources of needed

expertise. The key is not our

obiecuvity. Senior officials more

often than not know the answer

they want and are looking for the

intelligence to support it. The key
is our ability to put the political
behavior that policvmakers see into

a larger cultural and historical con

text�that they do not see�with

enough sophistication to demon

strate that the context matters.

The Foundation of Credibility

Matters� is the key \\�ord in that

last sentence. Achieving a degree
of insight that recognizes the

importance of context rests on an

analyst mastering six broad types of

knowledge. Political, leadership.
and country analysts must continu

ally work to deepen their command

of these subjects Following the

daily traffic can make you currenh

absent expertise in these areas, you

cannot be credible.

First, know your own history
and culture It is the key to being
aware of the innate biases that

shape our perceptions of others.

Specifically. it is important to know

well the history that the United

States has with the country you are

working on More generally, it is

important to be consciotis of US

values and the preferred American

style. and how well those mesh

with the values and style of the

country in question. In Special
Prol �frience.� A inertcan Foreign Pol

icy and How It changed the World,

Walter Russell Mead argues that

there are basically four different

American views of the world, and

that the four are always competing
with one another for control of US

foreign policy Mead may be right
or wrong, but even� administration

has a certain bias or preclisposi
tion�a Bush administration is

different than a Clinton administra

tion. Analysts must understand that

and factor it into their thinking�
not because they need to tailor

their product to fit the bias, hut

because that bias preconditions
how other nations interact with us.

Equally important is the ability to

recognize when American cultural

biases and values are likely to lead

to miscommunication or produce
tension in a foreign relationship. In

the Au of� Wa; Sun Tzu advises that

it is as important to know yourself
as it is to know your enemy. The

American emphasis on law and

legal forms is an example In the

United States, strangers meet, come

to agreement, draft a legal docu

ment, abide by it, and on occasion

go to court to settle differences.

What is important is the law, and

the law and the procedures and

AL ording It) S lead, the rou i sch, ols ~i it

the Fi :imilion ian which favors internai moon I

Conhtric reed nd in ~tm to ions, the Je tic rsonia n,

tvhic Ii fir, wns on orerna 0mm) em angle�
menu the Jacksonian, which does noi shy
away from using m lea rv force, and the Wi!�

sonia o, which is inret namionalisi hut hased on

moral principles See Walter Russell Sicad.

Special Pro,rclcwce- ,tmcncan Forciqie I�(ihci�
ain�t How/I C�baogcrt the u�or/d (New York,
NY Alfred Knopf 200U
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�
.the key to

understanding people

trappings thai surround it are held

in high regard

In China, the personal relationship
is paramount. There is no agree

ment or understanding absent the

personal relationship, which is

more binding than a legal docu

meat Indeed, law, as we

understand it, is at odds with the

great Confucian tradition, which

stresses moral men and holds law

itself in low regard. Among China�s

many proverbs are: Let house

holders avoid litigation, for once

yuu go to the law there is nothing
hut trouble �Though you are very

angry, do not go to the law; though
yoti are \�ery hungry, do not be a

thief:� and �No punishment on the

Bench and no law below it.� There

are many reasons why agreements
with China have been difficult to

reach and harder to sustain, htit

one factor is probably the very dif

ferent value each side attaches to

written agreements, In some Asian

cultures, appearance is more

important than reality, which is also

at odds with the US emphasis on

explicit, transparent, precise, and

binding agreements.

Second, learn their history, but

learn it as they teach it. If you

are a Japanese high school stu

dent, you probably have the

impression that Japan was forced

into World War II, that the war was

a noble effort to rid East Asia of

Western colonialism, and that the

two great victims in the war were

the Jews, who endured the Holo

caust, and the Japanese. who were

victims of the atomic bomb. Japa
nese aggression, the �rape of

Nanking,� comfon women, and the

systematic abuse of prisuners are

not taught. And the Japanese are

not unique There is the history of

the Balkans
. . .

and den there is

the history of the Balkans accord-

today is to understand

theft past as they
understand it.

-

ing to the Serbs, according to the

Croats, according to the Albanians.

and so forth Robert Kaplan. the

noted author of Balkan Ghosts and

Eastu�aril to Tartary, was once

asked what he liked to read. He

replied, the classics of western phi
losophy, ancient histories by
Greeks and Romans, and travel

books from the 19th and early 20th

centuries, because clues to the

present are in understanding the

past. I would only add that (he key

to understanding people today is to

understand their past as they
understand it.

In all lives, there are key moments.

These are the events that shape a

person�s worldview and act as fil

ters through which subsequent
events are perceived Political, lead

ership, and country analysts should

he able to identify the two or three

seminal events in a generation�s
lifespan These are the hard les

sons of history that seep into a

nation�s hones. For my father�s gen

.ercttion, it was the Great Depression,
World War II, and the Cold War For

mine, it was Vietnam. the Cold War,

and the prosperity and disillusion

ment of the 1960s. The events of

9/11 will he one of the seminal

moments for my daughter�s genera

tion. For China�s aged leaders, it is

the Western dominance of China,
the Japanese invasion, and the Cul

tural Revolution Although these

events recede, the lessons that they
taught�consciously or uncon

sciously~lo not fade.

Psychologists tell us that as we grow

older. We become less open to new

ideas and more inclined to look

back ~�hen trying to see ahead.

Third, it is important that ana

lysts study the philosophy,
literature, and key thinkers of

whatever country they work on.

This is especially true if an analys
is working on a non-Western coun

try or one whose philosophical
outlook does not flow from the

Enlightenment. The works of lead

ing intellectuals will tell you what a

people believes about itself, espe
cially what it believes to be best

about itself. It is these beliefs that

shape the views of the political
elite.

Philosophy and art speak volumes

about what a culture believes about

the nature of man, the role of gov

ernment. and the temporal world.

Confucian philosophy identifies five

basic relationships emperor to

subject, father to son, husband to

wife, elder brother to younger

brother, and friend to friend. Note

that only one is considered to he

between equals, and friend-to

fm�iend relationships are rare. Thus,

friendship means something differ

ent in China than it does in the

United States�when Bei~ing calls

someone an old friend of China,�
it is an attempt to confer a sense of

obligation on the honoree�and the

notion that the normal order of

things is superior�inferior helps to

explain why China often acts as it

does. The Japanese take this to

another level: Not only is relative

power a defining principle of social

organization. but also obligations
generally fluw tip and not clown.

Classic Indian and Buddhist philos
ophy is more focused on the

spiritual world than the temporal
one, which has implications for

boss� these societies historically
have looked at progress and mate�
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�
a thorough

nat achievement�the antithesis of

the Protestant ethic.

An understanding of creation myths

and religion (which are not always
tile same thing) is also very impor

tant. You cannot comprehend
Western culture without knowing
about Catholicism, the Reforma

tion, and Protestantism. The

Japanese creation myth explains the

importance of the emperor in Japa

nese society, the Japanese feeling
of being unique. and the relative

worth of anyone who is not Japa
nese- Buddhism, Christianity, and

most other major religions have a

form of the Golden Rule, Shinto

does not.

Fourth, analysts must under

stand the three key elements of

power, which are culture bound:

how power is acquired, the pre

ferred means of wielding power,

and the acceptable and unac

ceptable uses of power. These

are the real rules of the game and

they supersede constitutions.

China and Japanhoth have long
histories of real power heing
wielded by people who are not in

tile top position. Deng Xiaopings
only title at one point was Chair

man of the Chinese Contract Bridge
Association, and he was honorary

chairman at that

As important. a thorough under

standing of how power works is

the key to putting individual events

in perspective and even recogniz

ing when the game�and not just
the players�is changing In China.

the military historically has been

held in low regard. A proverb says:

�You do not make nails out of good
iron or soldiers out of good men.

Some of the civil-military tension in

China today is a reflection of this

ancient attitude. Mao�s tactics in

launching the Cultural Revolution

understanding of how

power works is the key to

putting individual events

in perspective and even

recognizing when the

game�and not just the

players�is changing.�

went beyond accepted political
norms, and much of what has hap

pened in China since then reflects a

conscious effort on the part of the

leadership to see that the system

does not and cannot produce
another Mao. Becau�se scholarship
is so revered. students in Asia have

a moral authority that students in

the West lack. Asian students see

themselves as a moral beacon for

society. They have weight and

their actions have a political signifi
cance that often exceeds their raw

numbers, which helps to explain
the Chinese governments reaction

to the students in �I�ienanmen

Square, a nd tile historic sensitivity
to student demonstrations in South

Korea, Indonesia. and Thailand

Fifth, study the popular cul

ture- How people play. what they

read, and which entertainments

they prefer say a great deal about

bow individuals relate to one

another. Popular culture deter�

nlines what is considered fair and

proper and defines obligations
between people and groups, char

acteristics that shape the attitudes.

prejudices, and expectations of

other nations Wellington�s assess

ment that Waterloo was won on the

playing fields of Eton may or may

not he correct, hut the fact that the

notion has become part of what it

means to he British�as well as

notions of fair play and ~~�hats

cricket�speaks to expected and

accepted behavior. The hold.

unexpected stroke from the sword

of a samurai that defeats an adver

sary in a single blow is much

admired in Japanese culture; in the

United States, it is considered cow

ardly behavior when its expression
is Pearl Harbor. Two of the most

entertaining and enlightening
books on Japanese popular culture

are Ian Buruma�s Be/i/nd the A-task

and Robert Whiting�s Von Gotta

Jint~ Wa. The first is about Japa
nese movies and comic books and

the second examines baseball in

Japan and what happens to Ameri

cans when they play there.

And this works both ways. For

eign impressions of�and, more

importantly, expectations about�

the United States are shaped by
American films and TV For better

or worse, violent westerns, �Bay�
watch, andl .lerry Springer are

synonymous with the United States

for many in Europe and Asia. Con

clusions about American strength
and resolve drawn from an errone

ous reading of American popular
culture and materialism misled Jap
anese military leaders in the 1930s

and Saddam Htissein in the 1990s.

They will probably not he the last

leaders to make this miscalculatk)n.

Sixth, there is no substitute for

the abifity to speak or read the

language of the country- Beyond
the practical benefits of being able

to travel easily, read widely, and

converse with ordinary people, lan

guage can provide insigbts into

what other cultures value and how

they see the world When written

together. tile Chinese symbols for

�woman and �male child� make

tile word good.� The symbol for

�roof� written above the symbol for

�woman� means �peace
�

The

words for �danger� and �opportu

nit)� \vhen combined together
become the word �crisis.� The ana

lyst with language can get out of
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The six broad areas of

the capital. ride the local transpor

tation, and gain the feel of a place
that is not possible otherwise. The

ahilit\� to start a sentence with

�when I was in� adds greatly to an

analyst�s credibility when the place
is not the capital city. Everyone

gets to the capital.

It is important for analysts to recog

nize that language is the test of

choice for the non-expert. It is an

easy measure~ either you have it or

you do not. And if you do not

have comnmncl of the language,
you are less credible in the eyes of

many whom you are trying to

serve, Pointing to the lack of lan

guage skills is the easiest way for

ciitics to cast doubt on an inclivid

ual�s expertise and call into

dluestion the c1tialitv of the analysis

From Credibility to Impact

The six broad areas of knowledge
help to build credibility, but Dl

tradecraft holds the key to impact.
Nothing kills credibility quick-er
than the unsupported assertion. In

briefings and reports, cveiy use of

such words as suggests.� �could,�

and �likely� should send up a flare

in the analyst�s mind. Unless these

troublesome words are holstered by
facts or demonstrated expertise, we

are just another opinion in a town

full of opinion�and, for a sizeable

portion of our audience on any

issue, we have the wrong opin
ion, The fact that the analyst is an

expert in his or her own right car

ries very little weight for all the

reasons that constitute the �four

facts of life� discussed earlier.

The problem is not the use of �sug

gests� or similar verbs, or even the

judgment itself, The problem is

that too often ~~�hat is behind the

1udgment is invisible to the audi�

knowledge help to build

credibility, but DI

tradecraft holds the key
to impact.

ence. When no hai�d evidence is

available and analysts are forced in

rely on their expertise and experi
ence in niaking a call, the tradecraft

solution is to allow the expertise
behind the judgment to show

through by using an example from

one of the six broad areas of

knowledge to illustrate or amplify
the point- A historical precedent.
the parsing of a foreign word or

phrase, or a releretiee to cultural

practice have all been used to good
effect in the past to buttress a judg
ment or establish credibility before

offering the udgment.

if there is no evidence or prece

dent or cultural factoid to support

the judgment�if we are in effect

listing possible outcomes�then we

should not make the ludgment at

all, because it tends to undercut not

only the credibility of the current

work but also the credtbility of

future work. Tossing out possibili
ties does not raise the level of the

debate or help the policymaker
make better decisions Unsup

ported assertions only add to the

clutter. The exception to this rule

is when we are specifically asked

to list or rank possibilities; even in

this circumstance, however, we

owe the policy audience our ratio

nale for settling on a particular set

of possible developments

2 For .in example of how ihe Agency handled

one such (asking excepu ,nall~� well, ~ee Bob

\Vnodward. Bath at %nlr (New York, NY- Si

mon ,ind scliusrer. 2002), pp 132-133

Analysts can do three things to help
themselves when the evidence is

thin and the situation is moving

quickly

Artictilate and examine their

assumptions about the country

they work on and the problem at

hand. If an analyst cannot articu

late what he or she assumes to he

true, then the analyst has only the

faintest idea of where he or she

can go wi�ong Assumptions
more often than not are the

underpinnings of unsupported
assertions and frequently are the

product of an analyst�s command

(or lack of command) of the six

broad areas of knowledge.
Because analysts are so close to

the issue, managers and review

ers hear a special responsibility to

probe for assumptions and ques

tion their validity

� Solicit the views of other experts.

When analysts can cite other

experts, whether private sector or

foreign liaison, they add to their

own credibility~ixpcrts talk to

other experts�as well as but

tress their argument.

� Use hindsight in fast�moving situ

ations, A colleague of mine macIc

it a practice to reread Older

reporting during a crisis From

clandestine reports in particulai�,
he gained insights into the

present. Things that he had

missed previously, that had not

made sense, or that he had not

fully appreciated lumped off the

page and suddenly had a power

lid ability to explain and predict.

Final Observations

The bar is higher for political, lead�

ership, and country analysts than it

is for others, hut all analysts regard�
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less of discipline have a credibility
challenge. Economic analysts writ

ing for economists and military
analysts writing for the military
audience must pass the same tests

with their policymakers as political
analysts face with all policymak
ers. Achieving a passing grade lies

in mastering the six areas of exper

tise. The military analyst who

speaks the language and has

walked the ground has greater

credibility than one who does not

and has not The economic ana

lvst who understands a country�s
culture and knows how values may

influence choice has an edge, espe

cially when the issue is less the

consequences of a policy than

which policy a leader may opt for.

\Vhen analysts switch accounts,

they take on an obligation to study
the history, culture, and language
as well as the current develop
ments of their new country. To do

less is to do our lob less well To

do less is 10 be less than fully profi�

cient on matters of critical

importance to our national security.

Lasrly, our credibility is on the line

every time we write or brief We

can strengthen credibility gradually
over time, or we can lose it in a

heartbeat. In either case, we start

all over again every four years
when the policymaking commu
nity changes. It is a fact of life.
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